
NUTTY
SCIENTISTS

S.T.E.A.M. Club 2019-2020

239-877-0116

Flip for more information

OrFeel free to call us with any questions 

Now
Enrolling!
Christa McAuliffe
Elementary
K-2nd Grade

We are a private company, and not a school - endorsed club. 



Registration available on our website! 

* Minimum of 6 registrations required to hold class

 3:30-4:30Wednesdays 15 Sessions- $245
8 Sessions- $150

*We are a private company, and not a school - endorsed club. 

January 22nd Magic Sand

Discover 3 special types of sand, and

compare and contrast their properties. Even

make your own special matter.

January 29th Robot Mouse Challenge 

Create obstacle courses for your friends to

navigate their mouse to the prize. These

robots are easy to use, and put your critical

thinking skills to the test!

February 5th Van De Graaff

Shocking discoveries are sure to be made as 

we experiment with static electricity!

February 12th Art Bots

Wiggle and shake your way to a masterpiece

with your new art friend!

February 19th Chemical Reactions

Discover the difference between physical 

and chemical changes, and create an

awesome chemical reaction to take home.

February 26th My Loving Heart

Learn about our hearts by experimenting 

with a working model, and taking a closer 

look at the blood inside our bodies.

March 11th Energy All Around

Look beyond the light switch as we discover

multiple nonrenewable energy sources.

March 25th Cup and Block Engineering

Take your engineering designs to the next

level as you balance your structure on a

 single block!

 

 

April 1st Expedition Dinosaur

Become a paleontologist as we dig for

dinosaur skeletons, and create a fossil of

our own.

April 8th Light in Action

Create a unique light using  a combination

of colors, movement, and prisms.

April 15th Color in Action

Discover the difference between absorbed

and reflected colors, and do some fun color

chemistry.

April 22nd Elephant Toothpaste

Use chemical reactions to help get our 

Nutty Scientist elephant to brush

 his teeth before his big dentist 

appointment! 

April 29th  Trip to the Planets 1

Trip to the Planets 1 includes

experiments from the heat of Mercury, to

the atmospheres of Earth and Venus. 

May 6th Trip to the Planets 2

Trip to the Planets #2 includes volcanoes

on Jupiter to the surface of Mars.

May 13th Trip to the Planets 3

Trip to the Planets #3 includes

 experiments such as the tornadoes on 

Neptune, to the atmospheres of Uranus

Saturn.

 
 

 

 

 


